Keeping you
connected
to what
matters
most
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Safety Link
has three key
factors that work
together to keep
you connected

In 1980, two nurses from the Queen Elizabeth
Geriatric Centre (now part of Ballarat Health
Services, one of Australia’s leading public health
care providers), recognised the need for a service
to support people living independently in the
home and thus Safety Link was established.
This presented Safety Link with the opportunity
to provide its clients a simple and reliable
way to keep connected to family, friends, and
emergency assistance when required.
Safety Link is a not-for-profit organisation based
in Ballarat Victoria and delivers its services
across Australia. Its clients include private
paying individuals, the Department of Veterans’
Affairs, numerous retirement villages, and a
vast range of community groups.
With Safety Link, you can immediately
summon assistance 24-hours a day, 7 days
a week via simple, press-of-a-button access.
Over its many years of operation, Safety Link
has benefitted tens-of-thousands of clients by
helping maintain their independence and dignity.

1. A simple press
of a button
A pendant worn
and used by the
client to summon
help when required

2. Our
friendly staff
When pressed, the
pendant sends an
alarm to Safety
Link’s Response
Centre

3. Help when
you need it
Safety Link’s
experienced
Call-takers
then organise
the necessary
assistance, any
time, night or day,
365 days per year

SEVEN Alarm
The SEVEN Alarm is designed to send
an alert for assistance when the
pendant button is pressed.
The alarm is ideal for socially isolated
persons that may be at-risk due to frailty,
illness, or disability.
The pendant’s 300 metre range provides
confidence and security within a
client’s home and property. Clients do not
require a landline for the alarm to operate.
The 4G enabled SEVEN alarm can pair with
Safety Link’s GPS enabled GO Trek alarm,
making it a complete solution for clients that
require upmost reliability at home, while also
enjoying freedom and security on the move.

Features
Pendant range to alarm base
of approx. 300 metres.
NBN or telephone landline not required.
Operates on the 4G Telstra and
4G Optus mobile networks.
Automatically switches from 4G to 3G network
if 4G network signal is poor.
External aerial to increase
mobile signal.
Battery backup of
50 hours minimum.
Water resistant pendant can be
provided as a neck chain or wrist band.
Has the ability to connect to a range of
triggering devices, i.e. smoke detectors,
wall buttons, custom switches, etc.
The alarm is intended for persons at risk,
typically being aged, frail or living alone.
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Safe Travels
The GPS enabled GO Trek allows freedom and
security on the move. Two-way voice contact and
24/7 monitored support means assistance
is only a button-press away.

Features
GPS enabled - allows Safety Link to receive
accurate coordinates to pinpoint the
user’s location1
Long battery life - an industry leading
1-2 months between charges2
Wireless charging - charging is performed
by simply placing the GO Trek on the
supplied charging pad
Fall detection (optional) - advanced technology
detects significant impact falls and
automatically sends an alert to the
Safety Link Response Centre3
Two-way voice - powerful and clear audio allows
Safety Link Call-takers to communicate with
users hands-free, when required
Water proof - rated to IP67
Safety Link Medical Alarm System compatible allows added levels of redundancy in case of
network failure. Also permits the use of
additional Safety Link accessories and services,
e.g. smoke detectors, extra pendants,
daily calls etc.

1

Accurate location details and receipt of alerts are wholly dependent
on both GPS and mobile network availability.

2

Battery life quoted is in passive, non-emergency mode. Once an alert is
triggered, the GO Trek will be operational and battery use increases.

3

Fall detection capabilities are an additional level of support only. Not all
falls will register an alert, in such instances, the button should be used.

A Variety of
Accessories
Safety Link has a range of pendants that can
provide the appropriate comfort and reassurance
to users. From easy press pendants, to wrist
styles, Safety Link supports those at-risk with
simple-to-use and practical solutions.

Smoke
Detector

Clients with different levels of ability can rest
assured that Safety Link is able to supply a
triggering device that best suits their needs,
even if it means full customisation.
Speak with our staff for
further information about
Safety Link’s range of
custom options and
accessories on
Freecall 1800 813 617,
or visit www.safetylink.org.au
Key Safe

Advanced
Pearl Pendant
Fall-detection
capable

Specialised
Switches
Wrist
Pendant

With its advanced fall detection capabilities, the
Pearl Pendant can detect significant impact
falls *. It provides increased levels of security and
confidence for those at risk of frequent falls.
The Advanced Pearl Pendant is compatible
with Safety Link’s medical alarm system, is
water resistant, and has a range of 300 metres.

*While every effort is made to capture the range of falls possible,
some falls may not register. In such instances, the pendant
button should be used.

Advanced
Pearl
Pendant

Since 1980, Safety Link has
helped countless Australians
and their families enjoy peace
of mind, knowing that
help is simply a
button-press away.

In order to
provide you with
the best service
possible, there
are key items
to consider...

Contacts

Access to your
premises

What next?

A lot of people may not realise that Emergency
Services need ready access to their homes during
an emergency. As Emergency Services are
generally not allowed to gain entry using force to
open doors or windows, a spare key stored in a
secure Key Safe, or discreetly hidden is
often the best option.

Safety Link recommends that you have at
least two people nominated to act as Contacts.
Contacts perform an important role in the
delivery of the service. Safety Link utilises
Contacts to assist in both urgent, and nonemergency situations, particularly is cases
when we can’t contact you.
The people you ask to be your Contacts should
be well known to you, they will need to be able
to access your home in times of need. These
Contacts should be aware that they may be
contacted by Safety Link to assist you at
any time of the day or night.

Applying for the Safety Link
service couldn’t be simpler.
Just call 1800 813 617 to
discuss your options, or
apply directly online at
www.safetylink.org.au

Safety Link is committed to
confidentiality and respects
your privacy. We comply with
all obligations under the
National Privacy Act.
Any collection of your
personal information is
used for the purpose of
providing our service to you.
For information on Safety
Link’s competitive pricing,
call us on Freecall
1800 813 617
or visit our website
www.safetylink.org.au
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